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The fast-food joint that the Devil King calls his workplace has reopened, now with a hip cafÃƒÂ©

space upstairs--the perfect chance for the overlord of all demons to earn a few new certifications

and work his way up to management. Meanwhile, Chiho, whose love for the Devil King remains

doggedly unrequited, discusses ways with Emi to learn how to master the Idea Link, a skill that

could let her telepathically communicate across worlds and call for help whenever she makes

contact with a nefarious demon...or angel, for that matter. Suzuno steps up to serve as her

teacher...but her choice of training areas (a public bath) leaves the others to question her sanity. It's

the sixth volume of this low-wage high fantasy, where soap bubbles fly and everyone may come out

less than squeaky clean!
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one of my fav LN series

The story was a bit slow this time around. Probably due to the fact that they are introducing

important characters now. It will be interesting how things will play out in the next volume.



Perfect

volume 6 of this series just gets better than the last with a few new characters i cant wait for volume

7 to be released. I also hope they bring back the anime for a second season

I really liked this series. I hope there is more to come.

Great story and enjoyable characters to take intrest in. A unique concept to explore the daily

challenges in an average life. Fun and entertaining.

Fun read and really cute new character. Not a whole lot of action but the comedy was great. It

seems that the introduction this character is a pretty big deal to the development of the story. I'm

looking forward to how this plays out in the next volume.

It was super exciting to reach a volume that was all new content to the anime I love so much. New

antics with heaven and our favorite devil king experiences brand new emotions. You also get the

first look into the makings of a king as the background of the devil king is finally revealed in little

snippets.
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